
A CHANGE OF RINGS THEOREM

LANCE W. SMALL1

1. Introduction. Except under special hypotheses it is not possible

to relate the global dimension of a ring to that of a factor ring. In this

note we shall give such a change of rings theorem which appears to

be more general than those in the literature. Applying this theorem,

we can determine the global dimension of power series rings over arbi-

trary Noetherian rings. The theorem is also used to give some

estimate of the difference between the left and right global dimen-

sions of certain rings.

2. Notation and definitions. All rings have units and all modules

are unitary. J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical of the ring R, and

A(A) will be the maximal nilpotent ideal, if it should exist, of the

ring R.

If M is a right (left) A-module, we write r.pd« M (l.pds M) and

w.rdn M (w.lda M) for the projective and weak dimensions, respec-

tively. The various global dimensions are written as l.gl.d, r.gl.d and

w.gl.d.

3. Main theorem.

Theorem 1. If R is any ring and I is a nilpotent two-sided ideal

of R, then

(1) r.gl.d R = w.ldB R/I + r.gl.d R/I,

(2) l.gl.d R ^ w.rdfi R/I + l.gl.d R/I.

If R is right Noetherian and K is any two-sided ideal in J(R), then

r.gl.d R ^ w.lds R/K + r.gl.d R/K.

The proof depends on the following

Lemma 1. Let R be any ring and I a nilpotent two-sided ideal. If M

is a right R-module such that Tor^(Jkf, R/I)=0 (all p>0), then

r.pdRM = r.pdizii M/MI.

Proof. We note that if

(*) 0->Z,->-F-»Af->0
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is exact with F a free 2?-module, then Torp(L, R/I)=0, lor all p>0,

by the connecting homomorphism theorem [4, Chapter V].

First we show that r.pdB M^r.pdij/r M/MI. Clearly if M is

2?-projective, then M/MI is 2^/-projective. Assume now that

r.pdie M = n (0<w<°°) and proceed by induction on n. From (*)

r.pds L=n — 1, and since Torf(M, R/I)=0 we have the exact se-

quence of 2?//-modules (note: A/AI^A®RR/I, for all right R-

modules A)

0 -> L/LI -> F/FI -» M/M7 -» 0.

But, F/FI is R/I-lree and Tor*(£, R/I)=0 (p>0). Hence, by induc-

tion, r.pdff/r L/LISn — 1 and, thus, r.pd^/r M/MI%.n which was to

be shown. The assertion is trivial if r.pdie M= oo.

The crux of the lemma is to establish r.pd# M=r.pdn/i M/MI.

Suppose that M/MI is R/I-lree. Let {ea}„e^ be elements of M,

the images of which under the natural mapping M—+M/MI con-

stitute an 2?//-basis for M/MI. Now let E he the submodule of M

generated by the {ea}aeA- Since E + MI=M we obtain iM/E)I

= M/E. But I is nilpotent so that M/E = 0 and E = M. Consider the

free 2?-module F with basis {xa} a<=A and g the map such that g(x„) = ea.

We now have an exact sequence

0-+Z,->F->M-»0.

Since Torf (M, R/I) = 0, we also have the exact sequence (of R/I-

modules)

g ® 1
0->Z, ®RR/I -^F ®RR/I-->M ®H.R//->0.

But, g®l is an isomorphism of the free 2?//-modules F®rR/I

and M ®R R/I. Thus, L ®R R/I = 0 which means L=LI and thus

L = 0. Therefore M is free.

Now assume that M/MI is 2?//-projective. Consider (*) again.

As before

0 -> L/LI -> F/FI -* M/MI -» 0

is exact. This last sequence splits: F/FI^L/LI®M/MI. But,

L/LI®M/MI~iL®M)/iL®M)I which is free. Hence, L®M is
free and M is 2?-projective.

Assume r.pdR/i M/MI = n (0<m< <») and proceed by induction.

Just as before (*) gives rise to the exact sequence

0 -> L/LI -* F/FI -> M/MI -> 0
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so that r.pdij/j L/LI = ra—1 which, by induction, yields r.pdjj L = ra —1

and, hence, r.pd« M=n.

If r.pdjj/j M/MI= oo, then r.pd« 1T= oo since r.pd« M^r.pdR/i

M/MI.
If we examine the proof, we find that the only place we made use of

the nilpotence of T was to conclude that if BI = B, where B is a right

A-module, then T3 = 0. If A is right Noetherian and our attention is

restricted to finitely-generated modules, B, then BI = B forces .8 = 0

if IEJ(R) by virtue of the Nakayama lemma. Therefore we obtain

Lemma 1'. Let R be right Noetherian and I a two-sided ideal in J(R).

If M is a finitely-generated right R-module such that Torp(ilT, R/I) =0

(all p>0), then r.pds Af=r.pdi8/r M/MI.

It is now possible to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. It will suffice to establish the first inequality

as the others are proved similarly. Let M be an arbitrary right

A-module and suppose w.ld« R/I = n (ra<oo). Consider an exact

sequence

0 -* Xn -> F„_i -► • • • -+ F0 -> M -> 0

where the Fi are free. By the iterated connecting homomorphism

theorem, Tor£(Xn, R/I) = Tor*+p(M, R/I) (all p > 0). Since

w.ldij R/I = n, Tor*+P(M, R/I)=0 (all p>0). Hence, Xn satisfies the

condition of Lemma 1 so that r.pdij Xn = r.pdie/j Xn/X„I^r.gl.d R/I.

To conclude, "paste" a resolution of Xn onto

• • • -*■ F„_i -> • • ■ -» F0 -> M -> 0.

Of course, if R is right Noetherian and M is finitely-generated,

then Xn, F„-i, • • • , F0 may all be taken to be finitely-generated and

Lemma 1' does the trick.

Various special cases of Theorem 1 appear in the literature: see, for

example, Kaplansky [3, 1.9].

4. Examples and applications. Auslander-Buchsbaum showed that

if A is a commutative Noetherian ring of global dimension w then

A[[x]], the ring of formal power series over R, has global dimension

w + 1. The next theorem shows that the assumption of commutativity

can be dropped.

Theorem 2. If R is right Noetherian and r.gl.d R = n, then

r.gl.d R[[x]] = n+l.

Proof. Suppose r.gl.d R = ra < oo. Since x is a central nonzero divisor
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in 2?[[x]], the ideal generated by x, (x), is actually 2?[[x]]-isomorphic

to 2?[[x]] and hence is projective. Thus, w.lda[[ijj 2?[[x]]/(x) f* 1.

But, ix)EJiR) so by Theorem 1 we have r.gl.d 2?[[x]]^l

+ r.gl.d 2?[[x]]/(x)=m + 1. On the other hand, r.gl.d R[[x]]^n + 1

by Theorem 1.3 of Kaplansky [3]. If m = oo, we may use the same

device as Auslander-Buchsbaum.

In [5] and [6] the author considered right Noetherian, right heredi-

tary rings. It was found that for such rings R/NiR) was also right

hereditary. We use this result now to obtain some information on the

left global dimension.

Theorem 3. If R is right Noetherian and r.gl.d R= 1 and R/NiR)

is also left Noetherian, then l.gl.d R^2.

Proof. Since R/NiR) is Noetherian on both sides, we have l.gl.d

R/NiR) = r.gl.d R/NiR) ^1. We use inequality (2) of Theorem 1.

But, w.rdR R/NiR) ^1 as R is right hereditary. Thus, l.gl.d 2?^1

+ 1=2.
We now turn to an example which will show that the inequalities

of Theorems 1 and 3 cannot be strengthened. Let R he the integers

localized at a prime and Q he the rationals. Consider the ring 5 con-

sisting of all 2X2 matrices

\0    qj

with rER, Qi and q2EQ- S is right Noetherian but not left Noether-

ian, and

J(S) = {(q    q^)\aEJ(R),qEQy

It is not difficult to see that w.lds J(5)=0, but l.pds 2"(S) = 1 (see

Theorem 2.1 of [2]). Since S/JiS) ~R/JiR)®Q, a direct sum of

fields, r.gl.d S/JiS) = 0. Thus, by Theorem 1, r.gl.d 5= 1.
However, l.gl.d S=2. For, l.pds JiS) = l so l.gl.d 5^2 and The-

orem 3 gives the reverse inequality (since S/NiS) ~R®Q). However,

if we tried to apply inequality (2) of Theorem 1 to 5 with I = JiS), we

would obtain l.gl.d 5=1 which is false. Thus, Theorem 1 cannot be

generalized in this direction.

Let us now apply inequalities (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 to 5 with

I = NiS). Since S/NiS) ~R®Q and

w.lds S/NiS) = w.rd.aS/NiS) = 1,

we obtain r.gl.d S^2 and l.gl.d 5^2. Hence, in the former case the
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inequality is strict while in the latter it is not. Therefore, the in-

equalities are "best possible."

Added in Proof. After this paper was written, similar results (in

particular, to Lemma 1' and Theorem 2) appeared in a paper of

J. R. Strooker, Lifting projectives, Nagoya Math. J. 27 (1966),

747-749.
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